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ABSTRACT
To take into account the influence of a structure net among a fluid flow, without modelling exactly

the structure shape, a concept of "equivalent porosity method" was developped. The structures are
considered as solid pores inside the fluid. The structure presence is represented by three parameters: a
porosity, a shape coefficient and a pressure loss coefficient. The method was studied for an Hypothetical
Core Disruptive Accident in a Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor, but it can be applied to any problem
involving fluid flow getting through a solid net. The model was implemented in the computer code
CASTEM-PLEXUS and validated on an analytical shock tube test, simulating an horizontal slice of a
schematic LMFBR in case of a HCD A (bubble at high pressure, liquid sodium and internal structures
of the reactor). A short parametric study shows the influence of the porosity and the structure shape on
the pressure wave impacting the shock tube bottom. These results were used to simulate numerically the
HCDA mechanical effects in a small scale reactor mock-up.

INTRODUCTION
In case of a Hypothetical Core Disruptive Accident (HCDA) in a Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor,

the interaction between fuel and liquid sodium creates a high pressure gas bubble in the core. The violent
expansion of this bubble loads the vessel and the internal structures, whose deformation is important.

During the 70s and 80s, the LMFBR integrity was studied with codes specially devoted to the analy-
sis of transient loads resulting from a HCDA: SURBOUM, PISCES 2DELK, SEURBNUK/EURDYN,
ASTARTE, CASSIOPEE, REXCO, SIRIUS... In order to validate these codes, experimental programmes
and benchmarks were undertaken by several countries : COVA, APRICOT, WINCON, MARA, STR OVA,
CONT...

The french code SIRIUS [1] [2] was validated on the french experimental programme MARA [3] [4].
Based on a 1/30 scale model of the SUPER-PHENIX reactor, this programme in volves ten tests of gradual
complexity due to the addition of internal deformable structures:
• MARA 01 and 02 consider a vessel partially filled with water and closed by a rigid roof [5],
• MARA 04 represents the main core support structures [6],
• MARA 08 and 09 are closed by a flexible roof [7],
• MARA 10 includes the core support structures and a simplified represen tation of the above core structure
[8].
The MARS test rests on a 1/20 scale mock-up including all the significart internal components [9].

As other codes using a Lagrangian approach, SIRIUS needed rezonings during calculation because the
internal structure presence caused high distorsion of the fluid meshes. Finite differences were used for
the sodium and the roof and finite elements for the thin vessel. As the argon and the bubble were not
meshed, a law related volume to pressure.

At the end of the 80s, it was preferred to add a specific HCDA sodium-bubble-argon tricomponent
constitutive law [10] to the general ALE fast dynamics finite element code CASTEM-PLEXUS. The
HCDA constitutive law was qualified [11] on the CONT benchmark [12].

In order to demonstrate the CASTEM-PLEXUS capabilit y to predict the behaviour of real reactors
[13] [14], axisymm etrical computations of the MARA serie were confronted with the experimental results.
Whereas the CASTEM-PLEXUS results and the MARA 08 and MARA 10 tests [15] w ere in a good
agreement, the prediction of the MARS structure displacements and strains was overestimated [16].

This conservatism was mainly due to the fact that several MARS non axisymmetrical structures like
core elements, pumps and heat exchangers were not represented in the CASTEM-PLEXUS model. These
structures, acting as porous barriers, had a protective effect on the containment by absorbing energy and
slowing down the fluid impacting the containment.
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Figure 1: Control volume

For these reasons, we developped in CASTEM-PLEXUS a new HCDA constitutive law taking into
account the presence of the internal structures (without meshing them) by means of an equivalent porosity
method.

This paper is focused on the theoretical bases of the method [17], the description of the sodium-argon-
bubble-solid constitutive law implemented in the CASTEM-PLEXUS code, the qualification of the model
on a simple test and a short study to assess the influence of the parameters added b y the description of
the structures [18].

DEFINITIONS AND HYPOTHESISES
Let us consider a fixed control volume fit cut by an interface As (figure 1). This interface divides the

control volume into a fluid subvolume Qj and a solid subvolume €ls. Let us note At the surface bounding
jointly the fluid volume and the control volume. The hypothesises are:
HI: The issue is dealt with an Eulerian approach, so the control volume is
constant and motionless.
H2: The solid is supposed inert, motionless, rigid, of any shape.
H3: The fluid is supposed homogeneous, isobar, adiabatic and Newtonian.
H4: The porosity is time independant.
H5: No material exchange between the fluid and the solid.
H6: No mass source.
H7: No heat source.
H8: The spatial fluctuations are much lower than the average values.
H9: The volumic viscosity is insignificant compared to the dynamic viscosity.
H10: The gradient of the viscosity (dynamic, volumic and turbulent) is negligible in comparison with the
Laplacian of the velocity.
Hll: The dynamic viscosity is negligible against the turbulent viscosity.
H12: The turbulent kinetic energy is insignificant against the (pressure/fluid density) ratio.
H13: The energy loss by solid-fluid viscous friction is inconsiderable, compared to the energy variation
due to the pressure term.
H14: The average value of a variable on the solid surface is supposed equal to the fluid average value.
H15: The solid structures are supposed symmetric enough to represen t the fluid-solid friction by a diagonal
isotropic tensor.

The porosity method aim consists in substituting an equivalent "porous" fluid for two different com-
ponents (solid and fluid). The method is broken down into 3 steps:

• The fluid conservation laws are space-averaged on the control volume to consider the partial occupation
of the control volume by the fluid. The fluid equations are written with both fluid, solid and control
volume terms. As there is neither spatial nor temporal ev olution of the solid (H2), it is pointless studying
the solid conservation laws.

• The fluid equations are modified, by introducing a porosity coefficient, in order to replace the control
volume terms by fluid ones. Except a fluid-solid force, the fluid conservation laws just depend on fluid
variables.

• An equivalent "porous" fluid, with its own properties, is finally defined on the control volume. The
conservation laws of this medium are matched up with the fluid equations previously defined.

Let Q(x, y, z,t) be a function (scalar, vector or tensor) defined on the control volume ftj. Q(x,y, z,t)
is the average value of 0 on the control volume Qt whereas Q.(x, y, z, t) is the average value of 0 on the
fluid volume fi^-.

Control volume

n.

© dQ 0 = — / 0 dQ
In, "/ Jaf

Let /? be the porosity, defined as the fluid presence fraction inside the control volume: (5 = O//fl(. The
average values © and 0 are linked by: 0 = /? 0_. Consider a function 4> defined on the fluid volume Qf.
It can be separated into a fluid average term <£ and a fluctuating term <j>', what leads to: <p = <j> + <$>'•

HOMOGENIZATION OF THE FLUID CONSERV A TION LA5/S
ON THE CONTROL VOLUME

The local conservation laws [19] of a fluid without source terms (H6) (H7) are:

mass ^- pj + div {p; v)) — 0
ox (1)



d , _ . , . , ? , _ _ _, ,? = ^ ,_- t 3 Cjm WS 9momentum — (pj vj) + div {pj vj ® v}) — div <?j — pj g — 0 (2)

total energy — \pf ( uf+ - v}.vj ) \+ div \pf[Uf+-Vf.v})v}\
01 |_ V * /J L V z /J

— C?2t? yTj .Vj) — pj g.v} — 0 (3)

The conservation laws are space-averaged [20] on the control volume. The mass conservation (1) be-
comes:

According to the Leibniz and Gauss theorems [21], the volume integral is split up into:
i j / J /• r p \ { r p \ |

— - / pj d Q - <f) pj n j . v t d A - i> pj n s . v s d A \ + I div pj v} d Q + <f> pj n } . v ) d A ] ] = 0
" ( [ \ a t Jnf JAt J A , j \ J n , J A S ) \

The hypothesises (HI), (H2) and (H5) impose that: vt = 0, v"s = 0,

f Pj nj.v"} dA = 0 and — / pf dQ= — / p} dQ,- I — pj dQ,
JA, dt Jnt dt Jnf Jat ot

By applying these rules, we obtain:

What can be written : ^ (pj) + div (pj vj) = 0 (4)

The momentum equation (2) is transformed according to the same process:

n" k l pj v) dQ- <p pj v} nj.vt dA- f pj v) nj.vZ dA I +
"« l\at Jnt JAt JA, /

div / pj v} ® v) dQ, + <f> pj vj n) .v} dA I — I div I "aj dQ+ <p n} .'ajdA\ — / pj g dQ. = 0
\ Jn, JA, J \ Jo, JA, J Jnf J

«7 7T Pj v~} dQ\+div — / pj v) ® v} dQ \-div — IWjdQ.)—— j pjgdQ-— <f> ri}
ot \Qt Jn, J \Ut Jn, J \ " ( Jn, J "t JO/ i2« ^AS

er/ dA = 0

"57 (p~f~W) +div(pj v) ® t)"}) -divaj-pj g ~ —- * 7i}.^"dX=0 (5)

On the same way, the total energy equation (3) becomes:

J_/[— / ( - ~ ~\dQ- £ ( - ~ ~\ ~ ~ dA I
Qt \ [dt Jnt \ 2 J JAt \ 2 / J A ,

I pj ( u j + n V j - v } ) v ) dQ + f pj ( « / + - Vj.Vj \ n j . v j d A \ — [ d i v / ~oj.v} dQ+<p r i } . ( w . v } ) d A ] — j p i g . v } dQ> =
Jn, \ z J JA, \ I ) \ \ Jn, JA, J Jn, J

d I 1 [ f l - -\ 1 • \ l f ( l - - \ - 1
dt [fit Jn, P! \f 2 V}-Vf) J W [Qt Jaf

 Pf \UJ 2 VfiVf) Vf J

—div — / &j.v~j dQ\ • / pt g.v"j dQ <v n}. (w.v}) dA = 0
[Qt Jn, J "t Jn, Ot JA,

— \pj I Uj + - Vj.v) J +dfv py I Uj + - v}.v"j J vj —div (aj.vjj—pj g.v) — — f nj. {aj.vj) dA = 0 (6)
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By introducing the porosity /?, the control volume averaged values can be replaced by fluid averaged
terms. The porosity is time independent (H4) but space dependent, so /? can be put out of the time
derivatives but not of the space derivatives. The conservation laws can be rewritten in the following form:

mass /?— pj_ + div \J3 pj v)J = 0 (7)

momentum P—(pj v}) + div (ppj v) ®v}) - div (pcjj - p pj g - — <b nj.cjdA = 0 (8)

total energy /? — \pj ( uj + - v}.v) ) + div \Ppj [uj + - vj.v) J v)
ol I \ f J_\ I V ± / j

-div [P W/.v}) - Ppj g.v} - — <f> n}. (sf.vy) dA = 0 (9)
\ / 4* J

Separating the average and fluctuating components of each variable, the mass equation (7) can be
transformed into: Q t , \ , , \

[ + )+div W {PL + Pf ) {^L + V"l ) \ = 0{PL + Pf ) {^L + V"l ) \ =

Given 4> and ij) some functions, we have: <£ = <£ 4_= 0 and <j> + j> = ̂  + ̂

The average value of a product of an odd number of fluctuating terms is zero. Globally, the terms of
spatial fluctuation are small compared to the average values (H8). Thus apart from thew} ® v} terms,
the average value of a product of an even number of fluctuating terms can be disregarded.

If we develop the term pj vj, we obtain:

PJ vf = (PL + Pf) (g/ + v / J PlV_+Pj V_+PIV +Pj_^l_z= Pj_V+ps rfj+Pj_v} + Pj v}

=o =o neglected
Applying these rules to the mass conservation law, this one simplifies to [22] [23]:

P %i BL+div[P eL%\ = 0

With the same method, w e obtain the following expression for the momentum equation (8):

lft (pj v~j) +d*v if Pi vl ® v~j) +<£" {PPJ VJ® v~j') -Mv (PW) -PPS 9- 7T f nf.WJdA = Q (11)

Using (H3)(H9)(H10), the stress tensor of can be expressed by [24]:

=5 2
aj = - pj I + Tf = - pj I - - IM {div v~j)I + n(grad v) + grad v})

pressure" '. v '
viscous stresses

According to [22] [25], the term —pj v} ®v"j is analogous to Reynolds stresses (turbulent stresses):
i • _ _ 2 = 2 / \ = / t \

-pf v} ®v~} = crRe- -- pf kT I - - fir [div v) 1 / + pT grad vj + grad v)
o — o ^ ' y — —J

similar to a pressure similar to viscous stresses

Eliminating the negligible terms (Hll) (H12) between^" and crRe, we have:
= 2

ay_+<7Re = - pj_I - -/xT(div v})I + iiT(gradv}_+ grad vj) (12)

W e can also transform the surface integral:

- —

Using (H14), we have Vj_- -^ j Pj dA

and p/ can be considered as a constant in the integral on the solid surface.

* nj.WJdA = - — I nj.i-pjl+lf) dA=-r- I p1njdA-—l n}. (-p'}7 + f ) dA (13)
"t JA, K ' *ltJA,— *ltJA, V '



By adapting [26] to the problem, we can write: gfad p — * nj dA %JB& %J& C J v
Qt JA ^m" ^ p r y^ggr' A,

Consequently, we have for (13):

— pr- f rff.aJdA = pf I — f n) dA ) — — <p n). l—pr I + Tf) dA
" t JA, —\"t JA, J " t JA,

 v '
~ , » I f - / > = =\ ,A= — Pf grad p — — <p nf. I — p , I + Tf ) dA = — p , grad p — p Fs

— "t JA, V ' —

where PFS is the solid-fluid interaction force and contains all the stress terms other than the one in
average pressure.

According to [27] and with (H15), this tridimensional interaction force can be written with the following
expression: a ff fl 1 ,AS t - =.

PFs = -P-{— £ I).pf
Vf Vf

We then deduce the final expression of the momentum conservation law (11):

Vf Vf

- r 2 = , = t^= i
— div — - p p,T{div Vf)I + P iJ,T{gradvj + grad Vf)\ — p Pf g =

L ^ J ~
0 (14)

We can demonstrate that the interaction force is homogeneous to a pressure loss by friction in a ID
pipe circuit. According to the Bernoulli's theorem, the ID force F induced by a pressure loss can be
written [191: f; A » - - n . * 1 e 2

L J F = A Ap n with Ap = — - £ p v
where ^ is a unidirectional pressure loss coefficient given by the IdeFCik tables [28].

By matching both expressions of the interaction force, we can see that the 3D interaction force of the
porosity model is equivalent to the ID force given by Bernoulli.

Bernoulli (ID) : ^- I F dA =-^-As\ (, pv2 n
"« JA, «e l

Porosity model (3D) : Fs = —^-A,- (*£ 7) .
ill 2i v '

pj v)

Let then deal with the total energy equation (9).

PS:\PJ \US + o v"s-vl )l + div\ppj [uj + 77 vj.vj\vj \ + div(f3p} v"/® v}'.vj)
mi—v— •* ~/l L V— l 7 J x '

-div (p Wf.v)) - Ppf g.vj -frj> nf. ^j-v}) dA = 0 (15)

If we use the expressions of the stress terms (12) defined for the momentum equation, the stresses can
be written: = . r / = = N 1

div I P aj .vj - p pj v} ®v} . v } J = div W I oy + <TRe 1 .v}\

. . r / n . . j \ "i

= —div (p Pj Vf) + div ( — - (div vj) I + grad vj + grad v) ) . p fi? v}\

We can split the integral on the solid surface into:

f n}. (of-Vf) dA = f ri'f.(—pfI + Tf').VjdA = — <p rff.pfVfdA+f n}. (jy . v}) dA
JA, JA, v J JA, JA,

As the solid is supposed motionless (H2), we have: / jf y" dA = 0
JA,

thus the first term of the surface integral is zero.

According to (H13), we also have: r
/ n). {TJ.V}) dA = 0

JA,

Consequently, the energy losses against the solid are equal to zero.



Finally, the total energy equation (15) can be rewritten:

P "57 \Pf [uf + K v~f-v~f J +div \P Pf v~f \ui + o W/-V7 ) + fl!"' \PPJ V"A

K 2 / \ = = = * = \ 1
- - [div v} ) 1 + grad v) + grad v} ) . /? fiT v}\ - /3p; v) . g = 0 (16)
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FLUID EQUIVALENT TO THE HOMOGENIZED MEDIUM
The initial problem was formulated with conservation laws, defined on the control volume subdivided

into a fluid zone and a solid zone, and using variables of both components. The conservation laws averaged
on the fluid allowed to have only fluid equations defined on the fluid subvolume and with fluid variables.
To return to the initial control volume, we have to consider an equivalent fluid defined on the control
volume and whose properties have to be determined (figure 2).
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control volume
Fluid and solid
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Solid

Fluid
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fluid volume

Fluid variables

Equivalent
"porous"

fluid

Balances on the
control volume

Equivalent fluid
variables

CD CD CD
Figure 2: Steps of the homogenization method

The equivalent " porous" fluid can be considered as a single substance taking the whole control volume
up. It is governed by the classical conservation laws with an additional force term in the momentum
equation. The conservation laws can be presented in the following form:

mass ^ - peq + div (peq Veq) = 0

momentum -r- (peq Veq) + div (peq v^q <g> v^q) + grad peq - peq g + Feq

total energy — | peq

- div - - p,Tcq {div Veq) I + ,

1

grad Veq + grad t£9 = 0

eq

1 _
ueq+ -vea.v,eq

- div I - - (div Veq) I + grad v2q + grad v^ + div (p
eq ~ peq

= 0

Comparing term by term these equations with the fluid conservation laws homogenized on the fluid
volume, we obtain the value of each equivalent variable:

Peq - Peq = Ueq = F"eq = -Pf grid p+p l ^ vs vj

The concept of " equivalent porosity method" consists in transforming the fluid conservation laws so
that they become independent of the solid volume and the solid variables. These equations were then
transposed to the whole control volume (containing fluid and solid), what leads to define an equivalent
"porous" fluid.

Compared with the classical fluid conservation laws, the solid presence introduces three new parameters:
a porosity (5 describing the volumic filling rate of the structures into the fluid medium, a pressure loss
coefficient £ due to the fluid-solid friction and a coefficient As [Q,t describing the global solid shape.

Besides the fact the new equations (mass, momentum and total energy) are written with equivalent
variables, the momentum equation contains two new forces: a fluid-solid interaction force /? Fs and a force
pj grad (3 at the interface between two equivalent media with different porosities.

THE COMPUTER CODE CASTEM-PLEXUS
CASTEM-PLEXUS is a french general computer code, developped by the CEA-Saclay, for ID, 2D or

3D structure calculations [29] [30] [31]. It is devoted to the analysis of fast transient phenomena. The
main fields dealt with are impacts [32], explosions, pipe circuits [33] and hydrodynamics. Solid and fluid
structures can be considered with a possible fluid-structure interaction.
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CASTEM-PLEXUS uses the finite elemen t method. The time in tegration is explicit and the formulation

can be Lagrangian, Eulerian or ALE. The code can take into account various non-linearities related to
the material or the geometry.

In our case, we considered only the eulerian formulation (HI) because we supposed that the control
volume was constant and motionless. In that case, CASTEM-PLEXUS solves successively, at each time
step, the mass conservation law, eventually the total energy conservation law if needed, the material
constitutive law and finally the momentum conservation law.

The mass conservation equation is computed, at a given time step, from the mass at the previous time
step and by balancing the inward and outward flows crossing the mesh boundary during the time step:

M(n+1) _ M(n)

re_>n+1)_ / ^s±(mdt = _ div(PeqV-;q)dQdt+ / Mext

J((") Jilt 01 Jt(») Jilt JtW Jilt

= - f Peg n.Veq dA dt + / Mext dQ dt (17)
JtM JA, Jt(») Jilt

if we assume that Mext is an external mass source.
The resolution of the total energy equation is similar to the resolution of the mass one.

/

EextdQdt

rt(n+1) r an^"+ 1 t / / -(Pequ
JtW Jn, ot

ftin+l)f r i i /••("+IV
=- / / div (PeqUeq + Peq + r ^ - ^ f e , \ d£l dt + / /

JtW Jn, I l J ./*<») Jiit

ft{n+l)r r i i rtin+1)f
= - / / div\peq(heq + -v7q.Veq)veq\dQdt+ I /

Jt<-*) Jiit I l l JtW Jn,
,*(-+» , 1 ,««-+'> f

= - / f Peq{heq+ -Veq.v^q)n.v^qdAdt+ / / Eext dQ dt
Jt(«) JA,

 l Jt(») ^n,
where Eex% is an external energy source and h = u + £ the total enthalpy.
The surface integrals §A p n.vdA and §A p(h+ \v.v) n.vdA are transport terms modeling the flows

crossing the control volume bounding border.
The momentum conservation equation has to be rewritten with a weak integral formulation to adapt

it to the finite element method. To obtain this weak formulation, one must integrate the momentum
equation on a small arbitrary displacements*. The equation must be valid for any displacement

/ U*.-z-(peqv^q)dQ+ U*. div [pegVeq ® Veq) dQ - / W.divW^dQ, = i C t
Jnt &<• Jn, Jn,

where Fext gathers the external forces.
According to [24] and using the mass conservation, we can write the last terms with the following

shape:
div {peqVeq <g> Veq) = [dtV (peq Veq)] Vgq + p e q V^q. gVdd Veq = -~ V~lq + p e q Veq + peq V^

W.div'a^ = div [U*. aeq\ ~ gradW : o^

The weak formulation becomes after simplification:

/ U*. \peq-%r) dQ+ I U*. (peqveq.gradveq) dQ- I n. (u*.W^) dA+ f gJaJti* : W^dQ = F
Jn, \ ot J JQ( \ i jAf \ ) j n t

Knowing that gradll* and gradv^q are symmetric tensors, let define the strain tensor ? and the tensor
ieq of the strain speed by:

1 / - t _ \ = 1
- ( gradU* + grad U* ) and eeq = -
z \ / l

e* = - [gradU* + gradU*) and eeq = - I gradvZq + grad veq

The weak formulation of the momentum equation takes the shape:

/ W. (peq Veq . 7^) dQ - <f> rt.iu*. W^] dA+ T :W^dQ= FeXt (18)
'n, t/i Jnt

 N ' JA, K ' Jn, > ^ - '
external forces

transport force boundary conditions internal force



With the library of general elemen ts and constitutive laws, a lot of classical industrial problems can
be solved. But to help the nuclear severe accident understanding, some specific constitutive laws were
developped for the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors: a Core Disruptive Accident (CDA) law and a
Sodium-W ater Reaction law.

One of the CASTEM-PLEXUS advantages lays on the easiness to introduce new constitute laws or
to modify the existing ones. W e used this feature to introduce a solid-porosity model in the existing CD A
constitutive law. This model now allows to analyse the influence of the LMFBR vessel internal structures
on the fluid flows inside the vessel during the accident. It also improves the assessment of the mechanical
consequences on the vessel.

THE NUMERICAL CONSTITUTIVE LAW
Three fluid components are involved throughout a Hypothetical

Core Disruptive Accident in a Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor.
The initial conditions for a CASTEM-PLEXUS computation of
the accident are presented on figure 3.

The vessel of the nuclear reactor is initially filled with liquid
sodium topped by an argon cover gas next to the roof. The core
is supposed to be partially molten and a gas bubble composed of
a vaporized fuel mixture is located in the middle of the core.

During the bubble expansion, the sodium can mix with both rr.- o m, • •,• , a -, , . •
& „ K ' , , , ,. . Figure 3: The initial fluid location in a

Argon cover gas

Sodium

f Bubble J

HCDAother components. Because of the probable sodium cavitation,
sodium vapour (at saturation conditions) is taken into account.

For the purpose of simplifying the numerical model, we consider
that the sodium-argon-bubble mixture is homogeneous in each "**,
mesh and that the presence of the other components does not J
infer on the constitutive law of each one. We also assume that ;
there is no thermal transfers between the components during the '
explosion. 1

In the finite element model, the nodal variables are the same |
for all the components. The elementary variables depend on se-
veral parameters: the partial variables of each component, the
component presence fractions...

In the finite element model, the nodal variables are the same
for all the components. The elementary variables depend on se- „. . „ , . , , , , -, , .. ,. , . , , . , , ,. figure 4: 1 he internal structures of a
veral parameters: the partial variables of each component, the T . . ___

. . . . LMrJDii,
component presence fractions...

The figure 4 represents the internal structures of a LMFBR. The porosity model was specially deve-
lopped to represent the solid structures of the pumps and the heat exchangers " 10" which are far too
complex to be meshed. The other structures are modelled b y means of shells.

For the CDA material, CASTEM-PLEXUS solves the mass conservation law, the constitutive law and
the momentum conservation law at each time step. The energy conservation is not used for this material.
The mass conservation (17) becomes:

f 1 (pW\ {fp + 1'2\dA dt Pa + Xb Pb + XNa pNa + XV Pv
_ _ f = Xa

Apart from the solid structures which are supposed inert and motionless, the fluid mixture is described
by the constitutive laws of each component [13]:

Argon
Bubble

Liquid sodium
Sodium vapour

Pa
„(«Pa

Perfect gas with an adiabatic behaviour
Perfect gas described by a polytropic law
Perfect fluid whose temperature is assumed constant
The diphasic sodium is at saturation conditions.
It only depends on the initial temperature T^.

"b

Pv = Psaturation

PNa —



For a mesh containing all the constituents, the final pressure is: Pyn+1^ = p^a ~ P<gl+^• The pressure
is obtained by iteration.

The density and the pressure of the homogeneous fluid are then used to calculate the fluid acceleration
from the momentum conservation. The variational formulation of the momentum equation (18) can be

OGOO

transport force boundary conditions

J[\^ ^Q = 0
internal force force between 2 porous media fluid-solid interaction force

with /3F/ = |

The final velocity ^ n + 1 ) is easily deduced from the acceleration y(n+1).

QUALIFICATION OF THE MODEL ON A SHOCK TUBE TEST
Before the porous model is applied to a reactor computation to predict the mec hanical consequences of

a HCDA, it is necessary to qualify the model on an analytical test. We chose to study a HCDA in a shock
tube (figure 5) representing a half-reactor horizontal slice and to compare the CASTEM-PLEXUS results
with theoretical ones. Both shock tube extremities are bounded by absorbing conditions, prohibiting thus
the wave reflections on the ends.

The shock tube is 10.5 m long which corresponds to a reactor radius. It is 1 m high and 1 m wide, so
its section is 1 m2. The first material on the left is a bubble at 10 MPa; it represents the bubble created
by the vaporized fuel mixture in the middle of the core, on the reactor axisymm etrical axis. The rest of
the shock tube contains sodium at the reactor nominal pressure (0.3 MP a).

£im » ° The third material on the right is a mixture
of sodium and solid structures; it represents the
pump and heat exchanger zone characterized by
a porosity /? = 0.5. W e suppose there is no fluid-

121™. _ | solid friction, so the solid presence is only des-

Figure 5: Shock tube representing a HCDA c r i b e d b? t h e P o r o s i t v - I n a 1 D case> t h e m a s s

equation simplifies in such a way that the pro-
blem can come down to a shock tube presenting
a section change (figure 6). The narrow part of
the tube is such as the fluid port is half the tube

Figure 6: Equivalent shock tube with a section change section: ft S3 = 0.5 m2.
The characteristics of each shock tube zone are defined as follows:

2

Sodium

3

Sodium + porosily

2

Sodium

3
Sodium

Bubble
Si = 1 m2

pi = 2430 kg/m3

Pi = 10 MPa
c\ = \/7iPi//>i = 73.14 m/s
7i = 1-3
vi = 0.545

Sodium
S2 =

Pi ~
P2-

C2 =

p2ta

P2»a

= l m 2

= 856 kg/m 3

= 0.3 MPa
= 2368 m/s
, = 53.2 MPa

= 0.001 kg/m 3

Sodium + Solid
S 3 =

P3-
P3-
C3 =

P3,a

P3

= 0.5 m2

= 856 kg/m3

= 0.3 MPa
= 2368 m/s
f = 53.2 MPa
..«, = 0.001 kg/m3

Let us compare the porosity model results with the theoretical results of a section change. Let us set in
the acoustical hypothesis. At the interface level between zone 2 and zone 3, the incident wave splits up into
a reflected wave propagating in the opposite direction and in the same medium, and in to a transmitted
wave propagating in the same direction but in the medium on the other side of the in terface.

The pressure variations and the flow rates are the same on both interface sides [34], thus: Sp2 = 8p3
and 92 = 93- These conditions can be written: Sp'2 + 8pr

2 = 8pl
3 and S2 {Sv2 + 6V2) = S3 8v3.

As the overpressure is defined by 8p = ± p c Sv according to the wave direction, we must solve:

p2 c2 (6v'2 - 6vT
2) = pz c3 Sv3

S2 (5v2 + Svr
2) = S3 8v3



As a result, the pressures and velocities are:

= 4.7854 m/s Svr
2 =Svl

2 =

S2 + S3

Sp\ = 9.7 MPa

5v2 = 6.3805 m/s

S3-S2

P2C2

SP2 = ^ - ^ - &A = 3-233 MPa

v2 = -1.5951 m/s

2S2

S2+S3

•• p^'+tPi+Spl = 13.233 MPa p3 = ^0)+<5p3 = 13.233 MPa v2inicr)a

Let us compare the theoretical and CASTEM-PLEXUS results (table 1).
Location

1: left
2: left
2: middle
2: right
3: left
3: right

Time
(ms)

0
0.02
1.47
2.96
2.96
4.43

Ptheory
(MPa)

10
10
10

13.2
13.2
13.2

Pcalcul.
(MPa)

10
9.7
9.6
12.7
13.2
12.3

Ap/p
(%)
0
3
4

3.8
0

6.8

fivtheory
(m/s)

-
-

4.79
3.19
3.19
6.38

(m/s)
-
-

4.79
3.02
3.02
6.02

A(8v)/Sv
(%)
-
-
0

5.3
5.3
5.6

Table 1: Comparison of the analytical and computed results

SENSIBILITY TO THE STRUCTURE PARAMETERS

In order to assess the influence of the parameters describing the structures on
the global fluid flow, we carried out a short parametric study on the previous
shock tube geometry. We focused on the solid density and the structure shape.

We considered three solid densities. The parameter /? = 1 describes a fluid
without structures. The porosity /? = 0.8 corresponds to a medium containing
a few structures. The value p = 0.5 represents a fluid cluttered with a great
quantity of structures. Beyond j3 = 0.2, the problem is closer to a fluid dropping
through a porous solid net and the model developped in CASTEM-PLEXUS
may not suit the physical problem.

For both /? = 0.8 and /? = 0.5 porosity coefficients, we studied a case without
fluid-solid friction and two kinds of structure shape: a single big obstacle and
a set of small scattered structures. We chose an horizontal cylinder (figure 9)
and a vertical tube bundle (figure 10).

The solid parameters and the CASTEM-PLEXUS results are summerized in
the table 2. The pressure loss coefficient £ is given by [IDE 86] on page 367 for
the single cylinder and page 314 for the staggered tube bundle. The pressures
are in MPa and the velocities in m/s.

8p2 = 12.933 MPa

= v2
0)+8v2+8vr

2 = 3.1903 m/s

The results are pre-
sented on the figures 7
and 8. The numerical re-
sults are in a good agree-
ment with the theore-
tical ones. The small
discrepancies, especially
observed in the third
zone, are caused by the
discrete finite element
meshing and a slight nu-
merical diffusion.

- 1 - 2_MIDOLE - 2 - 3_1£PT

0 = 1
no friction

VI = 9.4
0 P / = 9-4
Vf = 4.6

0 = 0.8
no friction

10.4
= 8.32
5.15

,<? = 0.8
cylinder

D = 0.5 m
4f = 1.585
cx - 0.99
r = 1.5
Zh = 0.72
t= 0.52
Vi = 10.3
/?p/=8.24
vj=h.l

/? = 0.8
bundle
3 trans, rows
14 long, rows
35 tubes
L = 0.25 m
D = 0.16 m

.4 = 3.2
Re = 4250

£ = 1.696
V! = 10.2
/?p/=8.16
vf = 5.0

no friction

4f = 0

Vf = 12.3
Pvj = 6-15
Vf = 6.02

0 = 0.5
cylinder

D = 0.8 m

cx = 0.88
r-l.b
Zh = 36.61
Z = 26.20
Vj = 10.5
/?p/ = 5.25
v} = 5.2

0 = 0.5
bundle
5 trans, rows
20 long, rows
90 tubes
L = 0.167 m
D = 0.158 m

A = 7.23
Re = 4250

Z = 4.60
Vj = 10.8
0P/=5.4O
vj = 5.3

Figure 8: Fluid velocities
3.5 m

Figure 9: A single
cylinder

Table 2: Parameters and results of the sensibility study
• V ':«:;!•- !:ju-- !-O- ' -«•

XJ-^r'-ks-'A-j'-Jcf-
1$

Figure 10: A tube bundle
The fluid pressure and the fluid velocity are read on the right side of zone 3. As the bottom shock tube

simulates the reactor vessel, we are interested in estimating the effect of the structure presence on the
force impacting the vessel.
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Because of the port reduction for the fluid, the structure presence leads to a local increase of the fluid

pressure p; and the fluid velocity vj. The fluid velocity is not zero on the shock tube bottom because the
absorbing condition simulates an infinite tube.

The impact force is composed of an in ternal force (pressure term) and a transport force (term of spatial
derivative of the kinetic energy). The boundary condition term introduces no force in case of an absorbent
condition.

The results show that the average pressure /?p/ received by the shock tube bottom decreases when the
structure density increases. The average transport force decreases too because it is weighted by /?. Thus,
the impact force lowers with the structure presence. As planned, we check that the structures act as a
protection shield for the shock tube bottom.

The fluid-solid interaction force, represented by the parameters As/Q and £, slightly slows down the
fluid and makes the average pressure decrease a little more. This force is very similar to a loss of kinetic
energy. We obtain more or less the same results with the cylinder and the tube bundle because the product
^f- ( is practically the same for both solid distributions.

The most influential parameter is the porosity. The average pressure is 35 % lower with/? = 0.5 than
without structures. The fluid-solid interaction force adds a pressure reduction ranging from 1 to 10 %.

1 CONCLUSION
This paper presents the mathematic formulation of a homogenization method based on a porosity

model. It was developped to represent the internal structures of a nuclear reactor vessel. However, this
method can be adapted to any kind of problem involving a fluid flow getting through a structure set of
complex shape.

The structures are described as isotropic pores inside a monophasic continuous fluid medium. The
homogenized structures are represented by three parameters: a porosity/? describing the volumic filling
rate of the structures among the fluid medium, a pressure loss coefficien t£ of fluid-solid friction and a
coefficient As/Qt representing the global solid shape.

The porosity model was adapted to the algorithm used by the fast dynamics code CASTEM-PLEXUS.
It was implemented in the code CASTEM-PLEXUS in the case of the constitutive law CJDA simulating an
Hypothetical Core Disruptive Accident in a Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor. The model was qualified
numerically on a shock tube test. The test showed that the CASTEM-PLEXUS results were in a good
agreement with the theoretical ones.

A parametric study was then undertaken to understand the effect of the structure modeling on the
simulation of a pressure wave propagation. The study showed that the internal structures would have a
shield effect if a fluid wave impacted the LMFBR vessel during a HCDA.
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NOMENCLATURE

i
r

a
eq

9
s
V

A
c
D
F
9

1
L
n
Sp
Re
t
u
V

X

e

7

V

(j>,1plib

T

Superscripts
incident wave
reflected wave

Subscripts
argon
equivalent "porous" fluid
gas
solid
sodium vapour

Variables
bounding surface
sound velocity
tube diameter
force
gravity
unit tensor
length between 2 tube centres
unit vector normal to a surface
pressure variation
Reynolds number
time
internal energy
velocity
volumic presence fraction
strain velocity
heat capacity ratio
dynamic viscosity
polytropic coefficient

, 0 functions
total stress
viscous stress
isotropic pressure loss coefficient
£ averaged on the shock tube height

(n)
t

b

f
Na
t
1,2,3

A, Re
CX,T

E
Fs
h
kT

M
P
q
S
T
W
Sv
/3
IF
7

n
p
CTRe

time step
transmitted wave

bubble gas
fluid
liquid sodium
control volume
shock tube zones

pressure loss function param.
pressure loss function param.
energy
fluid-solid interaction force
enthalpy
turbulent kinetic energy
mass
pressure
flow rate
shock tube section
temperature
arbitrary displacement
unidirectional speed variation
porosity
strain
acceleration
turbulent viscosity
volume
density
Reynolds stress
coefficients of pressure loss
£ halfway up the shock tube


